Answer the below Questions. This will count as a daily grade.

Make Sure Each Answer to The Question Meets the Three Sentence Minimum (Unless Otherwise Stated)

In Case the Above Link Fails, Copy and Paste the Below Title into the NewsELA Search Field.

Without the Quotation Marks

“Netflix’s ‘13 Reasons Why’ Adds New Warning Video”

1. Based off the article do you believe the show “Thirteen Reasons Why” serves, or could serve a useful purpose? Why or why not?
2. Do you believe that the show is too realistic or problematic? Why or why not?
3. What is the real problem, in your opinion, that people have with shows like this (which tend to be more realistic), but have very little, if any problem, with a show where man in hung and beheaded? (Game of Thrones)
4. Is Netflix pandering to the sensitive crowd too much, or are they doing something that makes things fair to everyone? Defend your standpoint.
5. Do you believe that compromising content and good television is worth it to appease the masses? Why or why not?
6. What do you believe the purpose behind this is show actually is according to the article?
7. How does this show and article relate to the depression we talked about today? Defend answer.
8. Women are more likely to attempt suicide because of depression, but men are more likely to succeed. Why do you believe this is?
9. Do you believe that sensitive subjects should be presented on television, these days that is Netflix. Why or why not?
10. What other shows can you think of which have come under as much heat as this one in particular has. Mind you the heat “Thirteen Reasons Why” has taken has gradually grown over the years. Do you believe the statements against these shows are justified or not if the shows serve useful psychological purpose in getting people discussing difficult topics?